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No:  

Date： 

Delivery Time: Within 60 days on receipt of your down payment   
Delivery place: FOB SHANGHAI 
Quotation valid:10 days 

Terms of payment: 50% advance by TT ，50% by TT before delivery. 

THE DETAILS OF THE L/C AND T/T REMITTANCE AS FOLLOWS 
BENEFICIARY:NEWLEAD TRADE SUZHOU CO., LTD 
BANK NAME:BANK OF CHINA 
SUZHOU JINCHANG SUB-BRANCH 
A/C NO.: 4585 6497 8005 
SWIFT CODE: BKCHCNBJ95B 
 
 
1.Vacuum cleaner 

 
1.36 bags with 3KW fans 
2.The number of bags is 36 
3.Number of pulses 6 sets 
4. Size 1100*1100*4200 
5.Processing air volume 2100-3500 cubic meters per hour 

MODLE NAME QTY Unit USD price Unit USD Price 

1180Plus  Wire sanding machine 1   

VC36 Vacuum cleaner 1   

Total 

Amount 
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2.Wire sanding machine 

 

Model:NL—1180Plus 

Replace pickling，installation in front of the wire drawing process ,for the steel 

wire de-rusting, de-rusting process does not use any chemicals, no pollution, no 
emissions, de-rusting effect is better than pickling way 

1、Usage：  

1、wire diameter：￠5.5mm→6.5￠mm(Can be designed by user’s raw material) 

2、steel rod de-rusting 

2:Equipment list 

1、Sanding Machine with straightener 

2、Electrical operator desk 

 

3:Main parameter 

 

Model NEWLEAD—1180 

Material H.M.L carbon steel 
Wire diameter Φ5.5mm-Φ6.5mm  

Max speed 240m/min 

Wire strength 200mpa—2500mpa 
The maximum speed of 

sanding wheels 1000rpm（50Hz） 4.6m/s 
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Abrasive belt polishing 
machine power 7.5KW*2 

Sanding Way Cleaning with 2*2 Abrasive sanding wheels 

 
Center height  850mm 

Electrical cabinet 

 
1. Aviation plug（user only need connect the Power 

Supply and the aviation plugs） 

 
 

Electrical system Separate control and linkage with wire drawing machine 
Frequency conversion 

motor brand  WUANNAN 
Low voltage electrical 

apparatus GHNT 

Drive  Inovance 

Dimension 2062×1300mm 

Gross weight 2000kg 

Voltage  380V,50HZ  
Free spare parts  
1.Pass wire pulleys   6pcs 
2.Sanding wheels    4pcs 
3.Foot switch       2pcs 
4. VC bags         36pcs 
Others. 
1.Direction: right equipment operation 

2 Paint：Paint after rustproof production according to NEWLEAD standards or 

according to user's requirement.  

3. The period of guarantee:  

12 months for mechanical part (excluding the consumables) after the shipment;  

6 months for electrical parts after the shipment  
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Permanent maintenances (charge) 

4. Commissioning 

A .Installation and debugging charge :Our company will arrange technicians to 

buyer’s factory to help buyers to install machines and teach them how to produce the 

foam sheet& tubes. Two round-trip tickets ,hotel ,and food will be in buyer’s 

account ,And the salary of 150USD per person per day (if they need to be quarantined 

locally, including the time of quarantine in your country and China) 

B. The buyer supplies all the material for the test, such as Bobbin(Drum), gear oil, 

Lubricant oil, Dies, Raw Material, Air compressor, test equipment ,etc. 

are excluded. 

C. The power supply, compressed air source and water source shall be connected to 

the points designated by the supplier near the equipment by the customer. 

The customer is responsible for fixing the equipment according to the layout, 

and is responsible for the wiring and grounding from the workshop power 

line to the electrical cabinet. 

5. Maintenance: NEWLEAD offers long-distance mechanical support for free; if the 

engineers are needed to be in the buyer’s company for maintenance, the buyer offers 

flight ticket (SHANGHAI), board and lodging.  

6. Wooden pallets packing for shipping 

SPECAIL STATEMENT 

All information above are carefully checked, our company reserve explain right 

if any printing mistake or any misunderstanding. 
Another: Sorry for noting no advanced notice for the techniques improvement or 
upgrade on the machine; Any change on the appearance or color, please refer to 
the real object. 


